The Irving S. Gilmore Music Library is pleased to announce that it will be taking part in a beta test for a new publisher supported music reading app called nkoda.

For a quick introduction to nkoda, take a look at this short video overview of the app [1].

According to the app’s developers:

“nkoda is the only publisher-supported app for sheet music. Our library is the largest subscription library of scores, parts and educational materials in the world. We have under license the complete catalogues of our growing list of publisher partners, including: Bärenreiter, Boosey & Hawkes, Faber, Music Sales Classical, Breitkopf & Härtel and the Universal Music Group’s editions. It's 'just like paper'; state of the art tools allow you to annotate, save your markings and share within the app one-to-one, in a group, or more widely.”

You can find out more and sign up to be part of the beta test at http://www.nkoda.com [2]. Remember to input "Yale" in the “organisation name” field of the form when you sign up.

Please send any feedback you have about the app to nkoda [3].
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